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Anong kwento mo
ngayong Pasko? See story on page 4.

At the Lopez Achievement Awards

Tears, laughs spice
up LAA ceremony

THEY laughed, they cried, they triumphed. No, it’s not an episode of “Maalaala Mo Kaya” or “Be Careful with My Heart,” although MMK host and ABS-CBN CEO Charo
Turn to page 6
Santos-Concio and lovebirds Sir Chief and Maya were there.
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PH to shift to Japanese
digital TV standard
The President said he was
told by the National Telecommunications
Commission
(NTC) there will be “one last
hearing with stakeholders.”
The NTC will formalize
the shift through a memorandum circular for “Standard for
Digital Terrestrial Television
(DTT) Broadcast Service” in
November. This will “pave the
way for the creation of a technical working group, which
will come up with the implementing rules and regulations
in December.”
The President is scheduled
to go on a state visit to Japan
also in December, where he
is expected to give the formal
approval for the shift to the
Japanese standard.

The Philippine government is targeting to replace
its analog system with digital
broadcast technology by 2015.
It has studied both Japan’s Integrated Service Digital Broadcasting- Terrestrial (ISDB-T)
and Europe’s Digital Video
Broadcasting-Terrestrial 2.
Earlier, NTC Commissioner Gamaliel Cordoba said
the commission endorsed the
adoption of Japan’s ISDB-T
standard since it is cheaper
than the European standard.
The NTC official said
another advantage of the
Japanese standard is that it can
also be used as an early warning mechanism during natural
disasters. (Source: www.abscbnnews.com)

First Gen closes $250M bond offer
FIRST Gen Corporation
reported that it successfully
closed its $250 million 10-year
bond issue.
In its disclosure to the Philippine Stock Exchange dated
October 9, the company said
the proceeds from the offering
will be used for its power ventures as well as for corporate
spending.
First Gen said the debt
issue is also meant to take
advantage of prevailing low

interest rates. The transaction
garnered strong interest from
offshore accounts in Asia and
Europe, pricing tighter than
initial guidance, it added.
“The positive investor
response to our international
debt capital markets issuance
highlights the strength of
First Gen’s portfolio of power
assets and its growth opportunities,” said First Gen
president and COO Francis
Giles Puno.

The bonds, which are priced
at 6.5% per annum, are traded
on the Singapore Exchange
Securities Trading Limited and
will mature on October 9, 2023.
Deutsche Bank, HSBC
and J.P. Morgan served as joint
lead managers and joint lead
bookrunners for the transaction, while BDO Capital and
Investment Corp. and Development Bank of the Philippines served as domestic lead
managers.

Federico R. Lopez (4th from right), chairman of SSCFI, leads ceremonies at the SMX Convention Center to unveil an
improved Sikat II in August. Also in photo are other Sikat II advocates (from left, in front), Roberto Tongo of Sunpower
Manufacturing Ltd., Tetchie Capellan of Philippine Solar Power Alliance, SSCFI trustee Tammy Lipana, JP Tuason of
Tuason Racing School, DLSU president Br. Ricky Laguda FSC, SSCFI president Henry Co and Arthur de Guia of FPH

Sikat II zooms to 3rd
place in solar car race
THE Philippines’ latest edition of a locally assembled solar-powered car finished third
in the 2013 World Solar Challenge (WSC), a grueling 3,000kilometer race among solar cars
from all over the world across
the Australian outback.
Sikat II competed against
five other cars in the Adventure
Class, which is “primarily designed to allow teams with solar
cars built for previous events to
return, usually with new team
members, for the adventure of
crossing the continent on the
silent power of nature.”
Sikat II traveled 2,487 solar kilometers to finish behind

Australia’s Aurora Vehicle
Association and Chile’s Antakari.
The race began in Darwin
on October 6 and culminated in
Adelaide on October 11. Sikat
II had started in pole position
after placing first in the prequalifying round with a time of
2:30:53.
Jingo Badillo, the Philippine
Solar Team’s media officer, said
the WSC is not just about speed
but also about the efficient use
of power.
“The aim is to reach the destination at the fastest time while
maximizing the power of the
sun,” Badillo noted.

Sikat II is a product of the
Philippine Solar Car project of
De La Salle University (DLSU)
and the Sikat Solar Challenge
Foundation Inc. led by First
Philippine Holdings Corporation chairman Federico R. Lopez. The foundation is backed
by other groups that also include
First Gen Corporation and Energy Development Corporation.
Sikat II, the successor to
2007’s Sinag and 2009’s Sikat
I, was improved on by mechanical and electrical engineering
students and faculty members
from DLSU following its 17th
place finish in the 2011 WSC.
(Joel Gaborni)

Comptrollers’ Circle holds seminars on latest
accounting standards, BIR and SEC regulations

THE Comptrollers’ Circle of
the Lopez Group held its yearly
seminar workshops at the ABSCBN Training Hall of the ELJ
Communications Center.
The conferences, which
were attended by more
than 160 members, covered
the latest developments in
Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS),
risk management, corporate
governance and in the Bureau
of Internal Revenue (BIR)
and Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC).
The newly appointed
Group comptroller, Ramon

Save the date

November 14: ABS-CBN
3Q Analysts’ and Business
Press briefing, ELJCC, 11am

T. Pagdagdagan, opened both
conferences and gave his welcome remarks. The seminars
were hosted and facilitated
by Ana Maria del Rosario

and Jei-Jei V. Gertes of the
Comptrollers’ Circle Core
Team.
The speakers during the
two-day workshops were Atty.
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AMML meets with APA Group rep

By Lynda Jumilla

PRESIDENT
Benigno
Aquino is backing the adoption of the Japanese digital TV
standard to replace the analog
system in the country.
In bilateral talks on the
sidelines of the ASEAN Summit in Brunei in October,
Aquino told Japanese Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe that the
Philippines is migrating to the
Japanese digital standard in
television.
Aquino said government
studies show the Japanese
standard was superior to the
others.
“Ang pinaka-clincher, yung
emergency broadcast capability,” he said. “I was told it was
used during the Fukushima
incident.”

Biz News

Ma. Gracia Casals-Diaz, the
SEC general accountant, who
gave updates on the SEC’s
financial reporting regulations
and on the Code of Corporate
Governance, and evaluation
results of the 2012 audited
financial statements; Janette
Cruz, OIC assistant director of BIR Revenue Region
10-Legaspi City, who talked
about the recently issued tax
regulations; PwC Isla Lipana
& Co. director and managers,
namely Atty. Carlos Hilario
Mateo, Atty. Jose Jaffy Azzaraga and Atty. May Jean
Balboa, who discussed updates
and common assessment issues
on various taxes; and SGV &
Co. partners Maria Vivian
Group comptroller Mon Pagdagdagan (4th from left), Comptrollers’ Circle’s Cruz-Ruiz, Joselito Lopez,
Marvi Marcelino (extreme left), Paz Balayan (3rd from left) and Jei-Jei
Christine Vallejo, Editha
Gertes (5th from left) with PwC Isla Lipana & Co. officers
Estacio, Noel Rabaja, Johnny

Ang and Reynante Marcelo,
who presented updates on risk
management, PFRS, SEC,
transfer pricing, tax and the
2013 Lopez Group audit plan
and reminders.
On December 11, the
Comptrollers’ Circle will have
its annual general assembly
and Christmas fellowship
still at the ELJ Communications Center. This group-wide
convention is organized annually to update Lopez Group
comptrollers and accounting
and financial officers on current developments on relevant
topics outside the sphere of
accounting and financial
reporting, with the end view
of assisting them in their
personal development. This
event will also coincide with
the Christmas party aimed

at fostering fellowship and
camaraderie.
This year marks the 14th
year of the Comptrollers’ Circle. Through the years, it has
continuously aimed to maintain a high quality of financial
reporting in the Lopez Group
and to promote work-life balance among its members. Its
major achievements include
the development of a uniform
chart of accounts and accounting policies, and the issuance
of an updated planning and
control manual for the Lopez
Group.
The Lopez Group Comptrollers’ Circle Core Team includes Pagdagdagan, Gertes,
Marvi Marcelino, Jingle
Hernandez, Lanie Caimol
and Vicky Martinez. (Jei-Jei
Gertes)

AMBASSADOR Manuel
M. Lopez (AMML) met with
APA Group representative
Toshio Motoya in a friendly
discussion about politics,
business and ways to deepen
Philippine-Japan relations.
The APA Group is Japan’s
largest hotel chain, with at
least 230 APA hotels (including partner hotels) from
Hokkaido to Okinawa and
six million members, mostly
businesspeople.
Motoya is interested in
building an APA hotel in the
Philippines with a local partner. AMML advised him to
follow a popular formula for
hotels catering to Japanese

businessmen, which is to
employ staff who can speak
Japanese.
In reply to Motoya’s
query on sightseeing spots
in the Philippines, AMML
mentioned the various festivals held throughout the
year on the different islands,
beaches, diving spots, historic sites, golf courses and
the Banaue rice terraces, a
UNESCO World Heritage
Site.
On the political front,
Motoya suggested that Japan,
the Philippines and Vietnam
“should join hands to prevent
China’s intrusions into their
territorial waters and make

China comply with international laws.”
“The Philippines has
presented a case in an international court, saying that
China’s claims are a violation of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of
the Sea. The trial at the UN
Court of Arbitration began
in July (2013),” AMML replied.
The conversation between
AMML and Motoya was
published in Apple Town, the
monthly magazine of the
APA Group that is distributed in its hotels, with a circulation of 60,000 and readership
of 500,000.

Rockwell bond offering
receives ‘AA+’ rating
ROCKWELL Land Corporation received an “AA+” issuer
rating for its planned sale of P5
billion worth of bonds.
Credit Rating and Investors Services Philippines
(CRISP) said in a statement
that it has assigned Rockwell
the highest credit rating with a
“positive outlook” ahead of the
company’s plan to offer sevenyear and a quarter fixed rate
unsecured bonds.
The rating indicates the borrower’s “very strong capacity to
repay debt with a low probability of default and a high recovery
rate in a worst case scenario.”

The agency said it looked at
Rockwell’s “very strong presence in the top segments of the
property development market,
impressive income growth and
prudent fiscal management
policy” in assigning the company an “AA+” rating.
Rockwell
management’s
deliberate strategy to focus
on the high-end and uppermiddle segments of the market
has provided the company an
improved leverage in the competitive property development
market, CRISP noted.
“This move is marked by
Rockwell’s success in establish-

ing Rockwell Center as an upscale mixed-use community that
now includes seven residential
condominium towers, two office
buildings, a graduate school, and
a shopping mall,” it said.
Rockwell is expected to
strengthen its hold on the
high-end property market
with the completion in 2018
of its 3.6-hectare The Proscenium project. Designed by
“starchitect” Carlos Ott, The
Proscenium is composed of
five residential towers, a 600seat theater, and will soon be
the new home of the Lopez
Museum.

First Balfour division opens
first batching plant in Ilocos
THE First Balfour Concrete
Division (CD) recently opened
its first batching plant at the
Burgos Wind Farm project site
in Ilocos Norte.
A large part of the wind
farm’s civil works, the P2.4

billion subcontract of which
was won by First Balfour on
March 1 this year, is the construction of almost 29 tower
foundations with a volume
of approximately 640 cubic
meters per foundation. As

ready-mix concrete suppliers
are few in the area, the CD will
ensure an uninterrupted supply
of concrete for both the wind
farm and overhead transmission line (OHTL) projects.
Launched in the third quarter of 2012 along with four other
revenue-generating divisions,
the CD aims to provide quality
and reliable supply of concrete
to First Balfour projects.
“Apart from the wind farm
and OHTL projects, we are
also considering building batching plants in other future project sites where huge concrete
requirements may be needed,”
said division head Roberto Aledia Jr. (Dolly Pasia)

ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio Lopez III (center) and Business Development head Paolo Pineda (leftmost) with (l-r) A CJ
O president Eddie Bak, CJ O Shopping CEO Harri Lee and CJ O Shopping global business executive Kim Young-Keun

ABS-CBN invests in TV home shopping
venture with CJ O Shopping
ABS-CBN Corporation is
investing at least P200 million
in a joint venture project with
CJ O Shopping Corporation,
one of the world’s largest home
shopping companies, to introduce a new TV home shopping
lifestyle to Filipino consumers.
The joint venture, called A
CJ O Shopping Corporation,
combines the strength of the
two industry giants to empower
Filipinos with information about
reliable and world-class products
that they can obtain through a
time-saving purchasing process.
ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio Lopez III (EL3) believes
that unlike Sky Mall, their first
venture into TV shopping, O
Shopping has a greater chance

of success in the Philippine
market.
“TV home shopping is
nothing new to our group as we
opened Sky Mall in the 1990s.
We closed it down a few years
after and walked away with a
valuable lesson—we need a
strong and competent partner.
ABS-CBN is in the business
of reaching audiences, so we
needed a partner in the business of selling great products,”
EL3 said during the launch.
ABS-CBN broadcasts the
South Korean firm’s O Shopping program 24/7 on Channel 11 of SkyCable and Global
Destiny, as well as on certain

times of the day on Channel 2
and Studio 23.
ABS-CBN Business Development head Paolo Pineda
said ABS-CBN’s foray into TV
home shopping seeks to provide
its viewers more opportunities
for their lifestyle needs. He expressed optimism for the venture as orders already started
coming in during O Shopping
Channel’s test broadcast.
“I think that is evidence of
Filipinos being ready for TV
home shopping. When we
were only testing our signal,
we already had people calling
in to purchase our products,”
he said.

SKYcable fully restores
FPIP plans services after quake
further
expansion
FIRST PHILIPPINE Industrial Park (FPIP) is looking to
expand its industrial estate venture as more foreign companies
scouting for new locations are
said to consider the Philippines
among their top options.
The Sto. Tomas, Batangas
industrial park currently owns
450 hectares, about 350 hectares of which have been sold
out. Its current locators include
Honda Philippines Inc., BE
Aerospace, Brother and Canon, the biggest locator in terms
of land area with a total of 30
hectares.
FPIP was established in
1998 as a joint venture between
First Philippine Holdings
Corporation and Japan’s Sumitomo Corporation. Its planned
expansion comes amid rising
interest among companies to relocate to the Philippines, said to
be “Asia’s newest bright spot.”

SKY has fully restored its cable
and broadband services in
Cebu, Dumaguete and Davao
following the earthquake that
struck the Visayas on October
15.
The disruption experienced
by some SKYcable subscribers was due to a submarine
fiber cut in the transmission
from the headend in San Juan,
Manila to the affected cities.
As of October 18, SKYcable
has restored its standarddefinition and high-definition

cable service through a reroute
bandwidth to Cebu.
SKYbroadband also completed its repairs on the same
date, which restored regular internet access to its subscribers in
Cebu, Dumaguete and Davao.
Updates will be disseminated through social networking
sites and the community channels of SKYcable. The company
will proactively give rebates
commensurate to the number
of days that services were interrupted. (Arlene Torres)

For hassle-free transactions

SKY ties up with Bayad Center
SKYCABLE and SKYbroadband subscribers can now pay
their monthly bills at Bayad
Center after SKYcable Corporation inked a partnership with the
country’s pioneer and leader in
outsourced payment collection.
Interested individuals can
now also apply for new for
SKYcable and SKYbroadband

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

subscriptions at Bayad Center
branches in Metro Manila.
With this partnership, transactions made with SKYcable and
SKYbroadband are made a lot
faster, easier and hassle-free.
For more info about SKYcable’s and SKYbroadband’s plans
and services, call 381-0000 or
visit www.mysky.com.ph.
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couch potato treats

A crazy love story

Michelle has a
loving husband
and
daughter,
but her motherin-law is difficult
to deal with, and
her friend wants
to steal her man.
Rupert is a lawyer stuck with an overly jealous wife. The two meet at
the most desperate time when they both want to give
up on their relationships. They develop a special kind
of friendship that turns into a secret love affair. Don’t
miss the crazy love story of Michelle and Rupert in
“Crazy Love” only on ABS-CBN!

Shamcey hosts
‘Interior
Motives’

Shamcey Supsup takes over as
the new host of Lifestyle
Network’s “Interior Motives” as it launches its
second season. Together
with some of the country’s best
designers, she will venture into
the vibrant world of design as
she searches for interiors that keep
inspiration alive. Cynthia and Ivy
Almario will also work their
magic in a new segment, “Project:
Makeover.” “Interior Motives: Season 2” premieres on November 7 at
9:30pm on the Lifestyle Network
(SkyCable Channel 52).

Heavy hitters
on SKYcable PPV

Georges St. Pierre defends his welterweight championship title against Johny Hendricks in Ultimate
Fighting Championship 167 at 11:30am
on November 17,
while on November
24, Manny Pacquiao
goes up against
Brandon Rios
in Macau
at
9am.
On November 25,
WWE: Survivor Series, an annual professional wrestling pay-per-view event, gets ready to rumble at 7am.
Subscribe to these heavy hitters for only P250, P499
and P299, respectively. Call SKYcable Pay-Per-View
at 381-0000 or log on to www.mysky.com.ph now!
(Dino Quizon)

Angel stars in ‘The Legal
Wife’

Angel Locsin is set to return to primetime TV via
“The Legal Wife,” with Jericho Rosales, Maja Salvador and new Kapamilya star JC
de Vera. Angel last starred in
the hit fantasy series in 2010
“Imortal” opposite John
Lloyd Cruz. This newest family drama is a TV
masterpiece of directors
Rory Quintos and Dado
Lumibao, and part of the
continuing celebration
of 60 years of Philippine
television.

ABS-CBN set to kick off Christmas 2013 campaign
ABS-CBN is officially releasing
its Christmas station ID (SID) of
2013, “Magkasama Tayo sa Kwento ng
Pasko” (#KwentoNgPasko2013) on
November 6.
The release of the annual Christmas SID is a much-anticipated event
that heralds the start of yuletide for
millions of Kapamilya in the Philippines and abroad.
Lea Salonga, Bamboo Mañalac
and Sarah Geronimo—three of
the coaches of “The Voice of the
Philippines”—and the show’s Top
4 finalists—grand winner Mitoy
Yonting and finalists Klarisse de
Guzman, Myk Perez and Janice
Javier—performed the Christmas
station ID song.
The lyrics of the song, also titled
“Magkasama Tayo sa Kuwento ng Pas-

ko,” were written by Robert Labayen,
with music by Jumbo de Belen and
direction by Peewee Gonzales and
Melo Saliendra.
The songs featured in ABS-CBN’s
Christmas station IDs have become
big hits among Filipinos during the
holidays.
“Bro, Ikaw ang Star ng Pasko,”
the Kapamilya network’s Christmas
theme song in 2009, sought to inspire Filipinos after the Ondoy tragedy that hit parts of the country.
This was followed by “Ngayong
Pasko Magniningning ang Pilipino”
(2010), which took on the themes
of community and dreams; and “Da
Best ang Pasko ng Pilipino” (2011),
which highlighted the thriving
relationships between overseas
Filipino workers and their families

Judy Ann Santos-Agoncillo with a
survivor-advocate of the Women’s
Crisis Center

despite great distances; and “Lumiliwanag ang Mundo sa Kwento
ng Pasko” (2012), which highlighted
how the Filipino spirit always shines
through despite the many calamities that have hit the country.

One Kapamilya Go: A world-class, coast-to-coast spectacle
“SULIT na sulit! Sana maulit muli!”
One Kapamilya Go 2013 was
billed as the epitome of the The Filipino Channel (TFC) Sama Saya series in North America. Not only was
it a fitting climax to the annual TFC
events season, it took a big step by
adding an East Coast leg to its traditional West Coast setting.
The positive reception by thousands who trooped to Prudential
Center in Newark, New Jersey,
on October 18 and in California’s
Great America in Santa Clara on
October 20 is both welcome and
deserved.
If holding two legs for the first
time wasn’t enough, it also took a miraculous alignment of heavenly stars
to assemble an eclectic cast: from
“The Voice of the Philippines” were Lea
Salonga, Bamboo, champion Mitoy
Yonting, runner-up Klarisse de Guz-

R-L: ABS-CBN Global COO Raffy Lopez, Prudential Center PR head Kerry
Graue, ConGen Mario de Leon Jr., Eleanor de Leon, ABS-CBN North America
managing director Chinky de Jesus and OKGo! head Ricky Resurreccion

man and finalists Janice Javier and
Myk Perez; from “Be Careful with
My Heart” were Richard Yap, Jodi
Sta. Maria, Tart Carlos and Viveika
Ravanes; and from “ASAP 18” were
Yeng Constantino, Gerald Anderson, Maja Salvador, Sam Milby and
Cristine Reyes.
The payload produced explosive
results under the direction of ABS-

CBN Global head of Theatricals
John-D Lazatin.
One Kapamilya Go project head
Ricky Resurreccion remarked: “…As
Lea aptly said, everyone realized that
‘kapamilya’ is more than a tagline,
it is a real connection, a solid affinity, a meaningful relation. And that’s
why everybody gave their best. To us,
that’s what really matters.”

KAPAMILYA, show some
ABS-CBN love with these
wearable Christmas gifts
from the ABS-CBN Store!
Pinoy favorite Team Manila has come up with a line
of shirts featuring the ABSCBN cable channel Jeepney
TV as well as classic Kapamilya shows. Want more Sir Chief?

Keep Richard Lim close to your
heart with the “Be Careful with
My Heart” airplane necklace in
sterling silver.
Get these goodies at the ABSCBN Store at G/F, ELJCC, QC.
The “Be Careful with My
Heart” necklace is also
available at Silverworks
branches. (Pia de Leon)

Wear your pride!

Shirts, P695 each; Necklace, P790
(16” chain); P1,100 (18” chain)

TFC’s ‘Pamilya Ko, Buhay Ko’ seeks ‘OF’ success stories
THE Filipino Channel (TFC)
launches “Pamilya Ko, Buhay Ko” in
partnership with its remittance arm
in the Philippines, E-Moneyplus
Inc. under its brand myREMIT.
TFC will search the world for
stories of overseas Filipinos (OFs)
who have inspired others with their
success stories. These include Filipinos who have triumphed over adversity, paid it forward and built their
dreams especially for their kapamilya
and even their communities.
“Pamilya Ko, Buhay Ko” is open
to Filipinos of legal age who are

based in any part of the world
where there is TFC. At least one
winner will be chosen from the
US, Canada, Europe, Australia,
the Middle East, Japan and other
parts of Asia like Hong Kong and
Singapore. A total of 20 winners
will be chosen and will be featured
in one of the exclusive shows of
TFC. Each of their designated
beneficiaries in the Philippines
will also receive P20,000 through
myREMIT.
According to myREMIT Business Unit head Raymund Abog,

“Both TFC and myREMIT believe that anywhere they are in the
world, OFs’ success stories showcase how Filipinos work and struggle to make it in a foreign land and
sometimes go beyond by extending help not just to their families
but also to their kababayan. Moreover, these inspiring narratives will
motivate their fellow Filipinos to
create their own success stories.”
For more info on visit the TFC
Facebook page. Entries and photos
may be submitted until December
2013. (Marianne de Vera)

‘Honesto’
goodness

“HONESTO,” the inspirational
series that focuses on the value
of honesty, debuted as the overall most watched program in the
Philippines as it led ABS-CBN’s
Primetime Bida to a ratings sweep
across its six offerings.
The soap opera, which stars
new discovery Raikko Mateo in
the title role, scored a national TV
rating of 30.5% during its pilot
telecast on October 28, according
to data from multinational market
research group Kantar Media.
Its competing program aired on
GMA-7, “Genesis,” lagged behind
by 20 percentage points, as it only
registered a nationwide rating of
10.5%.
In the pilot episode of “Honesto,” the title character’s origins
are traced to a remote village in
the forest called Sitio Katapatan,
where residents’ noses grow red
and bulbous when they lie.
Honesto is revealed to be the
son of the chieftain’s daughter,
Fina (Maricar Reyes), and a reformed thief, Diego (Paulo Avelino), whose group conspired to rob
the village of their gold and combined savings.
Don’t miss “Honesto,” weekdays
after “TV Patrol” on ABS-CBN
Primetime Bida!

Raikko

Richard, Dawn to
return to primetime

Richard Gomez and Dawn Zulueta
will return to primetime TV next
year via “You’re My Home.” “It’s
basically a story about two families.
Richard and I are husband and
wife here and Enchong (Dee) and
Shaina (Magdayao) are our kids.
The second family is composed
of Cherry Pie (Picache) and Iza
(Calzado),” said Dawn during the
project announcement in ABS-CBN.
Also part of the cast are Ella Cruz
and Francis Magundayao. “You’re
My Home” is an original story of
Dreamscape Entertainment writers
Rondel Lindayag and
Mari Lamasan

Councils
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HR Council

At the 3Q GMM

HR Council highlights ‘Rewards
and Recognition that Work’
a quarterly event
of the council
where learning
sessions are held
tackling current
and relevant HR
and
business
topics.
The theme
for this GMM
was
“Reward
HR account manager Bulak Acierto discusses the and
RecogniSKY STAR Awards program; and EDC HR Head
tion Programs
Beth Nasol awards a token of appreciation to JG
that Work,” and
Summit’s Felix Dan Lopez
for this session,
ON September 20, the Lopez three resource speakers—two
HR Group Council held its from the Lopez Group and
third-quarter general member- one external guest—were inship meeting (GMM) at the vited to share their expertise.
Energy Development CorporaFrom the Lopez Group, pretion offices in One Corporate senting their best practices on
Center, Pasig. The GMMs are rewards and recognition were

Bayan Employer brand consultant Dimpy Jazmines and SKY
HR account manager Bulak
Acierto. The GMM attendees
thoroughly appreciated Jazmines’
discussion on Bayan’s rewards
and recognition program, called
Gawad Galing, and Acierto’s talk
on the SKY STAR Awards.
Meanwhile, Felix Dan Lopez, director of Total Rewards,
Labor Relations, HRIS and
Employee Services of JG Summit, showcased JG Summit’s
Pride in Performance.
For a learning session on rewards and recognition, the HR
Council’s 3Q GMM, because
of the quality of the discussions, turned out to be itself a
rewarding experience. (Dimpy
Jazmines)

Young journo learns from ‘Kapitan’
ANJO Bagaoisan found the
time to go through the copy
of Kapitan: Geny Lopez and the
Making of ABS-CBN he had
borrowed from the ABS-CBN
library only when the loan period was almost up; he ended
up reading it in two days.
In his blog pinoyjourn.wordpress.com, the ABS-CBN News
field producer reflected that the
personal philosophy and management style of Kapitan—as Eugenio Lopez Jr. was known within
the network—continues to be
practiced in ABS-CBN today.

November 8:
Deadline for entries
in the Anvil Awards.
Call 623-9479 or email anvil.
prsp@yahoo.com
November 11: Master class
with IABC communication
experts, EDC, One Corporate
Center, Ortigas, 8am. Fee:
P4,000 (members); P5,000
(nonmembers). Contact 7560441 or iabcphilippinesat30@
gmail.com
November 11: Philippine
Quill Awards night, Crowne
Plaza Hotel, Ortigas. Contact
philippinequill@iabc.com.ph

ABS-CBN News’ Anjo Bagaoisan

Kapitan was born in Iloilo on
November 4, 1928 and passed
away in the US on June 29,
1999. He would have turned 85
this year.
Aside from a reputation
for keeping his word, Bagaoisan wrote, he learned that the
former chairman emeritus of
ABS-CBN got the best [people] and allowed the promising

to excel; personally supported
his employees, who zealously
returned that with loyalty; and
considered news the heart and
soul of the TV network, and
the network greater than any
celebrity.
These principles continue to be
upheld by ABS-CBN through
its core values of meritocracy, excellence, teamwork, teaching and
learning, and honesty and integrity, Bagaoisan noted.
“Companies draw strength
from the tales of their pioneers.
The lore of Kapitan tells ABSCBN employees that many of
the challenges they face today
are not new. For the ordinary
viewer, it is instructive to revisit the frontier days before
cable and satellite and how
determined men and women
changed all that,” he wrote.

Lopez Values contest
winners bared
CONGRATULATIONS to
our newest batch of Lopez Values Star contest winners!
For being the first employee
to correctly identify and post
his answer to the Lopez Values
Stars Name that Plane contest
(answer: Stinson), Albert Dajab of Sky Pacific CATV won
P300 worth of Coffee Bean
and Tea Leaf (CBTL) gift
certificates. Runners up Eileen
Bariso of Sky Cable Mysky,
Jeanette Novela Cortes of Sky
Pacific CATV Inc., Erlyn Go-

pez Figueroa of First Philec
Manufacturing Technologies
Corp. and Noemi Luz Palomata of Asian Eye received CBTL
GCs worth P100 for also sending in the correct answer.
Meanwhile, First Philippine
Holdings Corporation’s Lorenne
Alejandrino and Lopez Group
Foundation Inc.’s Carlos Campos
will get to go on a tour of La Mesa
Eco Park with their families after
their selfies holding the newsletter received the judges’ nod in the
#lopezlinkselfies contest.



Star Awards honors SKY achievers

SMILE category awardees the Energood Time team (top) and the Leap@ICMS team; and singer-actress
Angeline Quinto

SKY held the awards night of
its SKY STAR Awards at the
Elements in Centris, Quezon
City on October 3. The STAR
Awards is the annual employee
recognition program of SKY
that honors outstanding individuals and teams.
In a grand fashion that celebrated the program’s landmark
fifth year, the awards brought to
its attendees an unforgettable
experience that was truly filled
with “wow at saya.”
An entertaining show by
itself, the STAR Awards was
marked by spectacular production performances by Kapamilya
celebrities alongside SKY employees. Hosting the event were
SKY Marketing’s Vince Dizon
and Miss Universe 2011 third
runner-up Shamcey Supsup.
Inspiring the nominees and
winners with their messages
were SKY chief operating officer Ray Montinola, SKY president and CEO Carlo Katigbak
and ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio Lopez III.
The winners of the 2013 SKY
STAR Awards are the follow-

ing:
The Top Wow Story for 2012
went to Engineering staff Jonathan Egipto of the North Luzon Regional Operations, while
Blood Donation for a Cause,
SSPTEU; Discovery Team,
South Luzon Regional Operations; and Project Habagat Team,
Mega North, Consumer Sales
took home the Special Award for
Exemplary Deed, or SEED.
Ruling
the
Customers’
Choice category were Mariane
Estillore, Benjie Icot, Rosanna
Tolentino and Alfredo Gaspar.
Clinching the top spot in
the Out Of the Box category
was Engineering’s Headend
and Hubs team. Team Energood Time won second place,
while Allan Aliviado took third
place.
SKY-Destiny Data Migration Team, Cross-functional;
SKY-Destiny Change Management Team, HROD & Admin; SKY-Destiny Integration
Team, Finance; Destiny Headend Rehoming Team, Crossfunctional; PPV Olympics
Project Team, Cross-functional;

Cebu PPV Season Pass Team,
Regional Operations Visayas;
SKYcable Pay-Per-View team,
Cross-functional; Project Flow
Through Improvement team,
Cross-functional; Zamboanga
Genset team, Regional Operations Mindanao; and SKYcable High Definition Team,
Cross-functional, took home
SMILEs, or the Service Milestone Award for Outstanding
Teams.
Feted as TOPS or The Outstanding Performers of SKY
were Madeleine Seludo, Jane
Chua, Tomas Vicente de Guzman, Emelita Salazar, Efren
Magsino Jr., Josephine Uy Salvador, Asuncion Rivera, Reynaldo Malinit, Dalemarc Alibudbud and Jenica Nastor.
The Star of Fame, awarded
to employees who have received
three or more consecutive Star
Awards in the same category,
went to Mariane Estillore (4time Customers’ Choice awardee), Emilita Salazar (3-time
TOPS awardee) and Tomas
Vicente de Guzman (3-time
TOPS awardee). (D. Jazmines)

SKY’s participation in ‘Grand Kapamilya
Weekend’ a ‘wow at saya’ success
SKY was a proud and happy
participant in the Grand Kapamilya Weekend celebrating
the 60th anniversary of ABSCBN at the Quezon Memorial
Circle and other key venues.
For the One Run, One Philippines running event which
was part of the ABS-CBN
weekend celebration, SKY mobilized a contingent of over 700
SKY employees, family members and friends.
In the Kapamilya Village inside Quezon Memorial Circle,
SKY put up its own booth that
featured interactive games.

The SKY booth
turned out to be
one of the highlyvisited attractions
in the weekend fair.
It entertained a lot
of kapamilya and
was able to gather
over 3,900 sales
leads for the SKYcable and SKY- The SKY team showed off the exciting
broadband services. attractions of the SKY booth to Kapamilya
With its great Village visitors
experience where employees visitors through its booth, SKY
joined a worthwhile running thanks and congratulates ABSevent, and where it was able CBN for a successful Grand Kato entertain lines and lines of pamilya Weekend. (D. Jazmines)
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THE eight winners of the Lopez
Achievement Awards (LAA)
cycle 2012-2013 represent the
best performance for the last
year in their respective categories.
They add to the compendium of
exemplary contributions toward
business excellence as the Lopez Group journeys to make its
member companies built to last.

Clockwise from left: The Lopezes enjoy the show; The LAA team with FPH chair Federico R.
Lopez; FPRC president Oscar R. Lopez Jr. and ABS-CBN Foundation Inc. managing director Gina
Lopez introduce the special awardees; ABS-CBN Publishing Inc. president Ernie Lopez, with
KC Concepcion, was a hit as emcee; LGFI’s Operations head Angela Lopez Guingona leads the
recitation of the Lopez Credo; Lopez Holdings VP Pinky Diokno and IiP’s Gerry Plana present the
semifinalists; FPH Music Icons Rene Espinosa and James Lee jam with Gary Valenciano; and some
of the members of the Orchestra of the Filipino Youth

Tears...
from page 1

These scenes played out
during the 2012 cycle Lopez
Achievement Awards (LAA)
ceremony and reception at the
Rockwell Tent on October
11. The huffing and puffing of
typhoon Santi proved futile in
dampening the enthusiasm to
meet the newest Lopez Group
achievers, the exalted ones who
now possess the coveted LAA
trophies.
The afternoon began with
the recitation of the Lopez Credo led by Angela Lopez, head
of Operations of Lopez Group
Foundation Inc.
First Philippine Holdings
Corporation (FPH) chairman
Federico R. Lopez (FRL) in his
opening remarks, recalled how
Lopezes, from his grandfather
Eugenio Lopez Sr. to ABSCBN chairman Eugenio LoFIVE companies were conferred special awards during
the 2012 cycle Lopez Achievement Awards (LAA).
Special awards were conceived by First Philippine
Holdings Corporation (FPH)
director Atty. Jake Almeda Lopez during the very first LAA.
He realized, said Business
Excellence program director
Benjamin K. Liboro, that “not
every exceptional achievement
or undertaking is nominated,
and sometimes it is only at the
very top that you can say that
this particular achievement was
worth recognizing.”

pez III (EL3), had tangled with
presidents through the decades,
resulting in grievous hits on
various Lopez businesses when
they retaliated.
But the application of the
seven Lopez Values—pioneering entrepreneurial spirit,
business excellence, unity,
nationalism, integrity, social
justice, and employee welfare
and wellness—would time and
again see the Group through,
allowing it to “succeed and prevail over any odds.”

Intersection of good
values, good business

“…The many nominees and
winners we have are just a few
such examples that show us
the intersection where good
values and good business can
meet. Our purpose with the
Lopez Achievement Awards is
to shine as bright a light as we
can on those stars, to help you
navigate what will oftentimes be

a difficult journey ahead,” FRL
said.
The first trophies of the
afternoon were presented by
FPH vice president and First
Philippine Realty Corporation
president Oscar R. Lopez Jr.
and ABS-CBN Foundation Inc.
managing director Gina Lopez.
The five special awardees—Bayan, First Philippine
Industrial Park, Rockwell Land
Corporation, First Gen Corporation and Lopez Holdings
Corporation—were handpicked
by the Lopez family for their
“outstanding achievements in
their ventures” (see sidebar story).
Mike Lopez, VP for Corporate Communications of Lopez
Holdings, introduced the 36
members of the screening committee and panel of judges as well
as the 25 nominees in the six categories of the awards program.
FRL and EL3 personally handed out the trophies to

the winning teams (see sidebar
story).

Adherence to Lopez
Values

The inspirational message of
Oscar M. Lopez (OML) was
delivered on his behalf by HR
Council chair and Lopez Museum executive director Cedie
Lopez Vargas. The chairman
emeritus pointed out that the
survival and longevity of the
Group ultimately rests on adherence to the Lopez Values.
“If our businesses are to survive and prosper into the next
four or five hundred years, as
they have over the past eighty
years, it can only be by rendering valuable service to society, by
contributing to the betterment
of society and by protecting and
preserving the environment in
which we live. And the only
way to assure that we do this is
by adhering to our Lopez Values, which have stood the test of

Customer Focus
time and have always served us
well,” OML stressed.
To the LAA winners, OML
said: “Keep up your good work
and feed your passion for excellence, for there is so much for us
to do as we build a better future
for all Filipinos.”
In his closing remarks, EL3
apologized for “all the crying
ABS-CBN people do.” Turning serious, the ABS-CBN
chairman cited the winners for
their “amazing stories.” He also
emphasized that the LAA reinforced the culture and values that
matter to the Lopez Group.

Criteria adjustment

Beginning this cycle, the
LAA criteria were adjusted to
increase the weight assigned to
the demonstration of the Lopez
Values, which is now 40%. The
exceptionality of the achievement,
meanwhile, was assigned 20%.
“The adjustment makes
judging harder because values

5 companies clinch special awards
Here are the awardees and
their outstanding feats:

Living the ‘bayanihan’
spirit

“Wow galing!” sums up the
business performance of Bayan
Telecommunications in 2012,
when it notched sterling records
in terms of revenues, EBITDA
and net income. Management
and employees worked together
to deliver 100% or higher year-todate performance targets, putting
their unity, integrity and busi-

ness excellence to the fore. They
displayed resilience and tenacity
in the midst of an uncertain and
volatile business environment,
proving that they never give up
or give in to adversity.

Enhancing the value of
its natural gas platform
through the British Gas
stake acquisition

In 2012, First Gen Corporation acquired British Gas
Plc’s 40% minority stake in the
1,500-MW Santa Rita and San
Clockwise from left: Carlo
Katigbak and Juan Jose de Jesus
for Bayan; Emmanuel Singson,
Jerome Cainglet and Francis Giles
Puno for First Gen; Nestor Padilla
and Vienn Tionglico for Rockwell;
Milani Caimol and Salvador G.
Tirona for Lopez Holdings; and
Manuel Lizardo, Edwin CoSeteng
and Victor Montinola for FPIP

Lorenzo natural gas-fired plants.
The negotiation process took
the efforts of several First Gen
teams—from Finance, Business
Development, Accounting/Tax,
Legal and Operations, with the
guidance of the president and
executive committee members—
for both parties to finally agree.
This achievement in the field
of mergers and acquisitions has
proven First Gen’s pioneering
entrepreneurial spirit, business
excellence and nationalism. With
this, it is poised to unlock the
vast potential of its natural gas
business, including opportunities
for greenfield gas projects, development of a liquefied natural
gas terminal and of a natural gas
pipeline transportation business,
among others. These new opportunities will enable Filipinos
to benefit from the use of both
indigenous and imported natural
gas—the cleanest fossil fuel and
“the fuel of the future.”

At the forefront of
creating jobs for the
Filipinos

First Philippine Industrial
Park (FPIP), with its 450-hectare property in Sto. Tomas,
Batangas and in partnership

with Sumitomo Corporation,
is a world-class industrial park
providing excellent customer
service to 70 companies.
FPIP was established in
the 1990s as the Lopez Group
heeded the call of the national
government for the private sector to establish infrastructure
that would attract foreign investments and create jobs.
In less than 20 years, the
company has provided the platform for about 40,000 jobs which
indirectly expand the economic
impact of FPIP and its locators to
potentially 360,000 people. Moreover, it has put in place corporate
social responsibility programs that
have helped transform its seven
host barangays into peaceful and
thriving communities.

Business excellence
through the toughest of
times

Lopez Holdings Corporation marked its business turnaround in 2011 by declaring
cash dividends for first time in
its 18-year history and which it
continues to do every year.
The management team had
been tasked to clean up the company’s balance sheet without los-

don’t lend themselves to metrics
so easily; it makes the interview
process, the screening process
and the judging process a bit
more difficult. The winners all
exemplified what makes the
Lopez Group the Lopez Group,
which is the Values,” said Benjamin K. Liboro on the sidelines
of the awarding.
He also commended the
LAA team composed of Beth
Canlas, Amy Agaton, Kara
Gandionco and Billie Andrada
for this year’s “wonderful and
enjoyable” awarding ceremony.
“I guess we were rewarded
because all the celebrities
showed up… and Ernie [Lopez] made a great emcee. The
idea is we should be together
celebrating and having fun even
if it’s a serious award,” the Lopez Group Business Excellence
program director said.
He added: “We’ll see if we
can match it next year.”
ing its core investments in FPH
and ABS-CBN. This, after the
Asian financial crisis that started
in 1997 doubled the value of
US dollar debts in peso terms
and undermined the company’s
financial position, forcing it to
suspend its debt payments.
Even as it had to shed several
businesses as it navigated through
difficult negotiations with creditors, the team kept its operations
cost-efficient and avoided any
debilitating reputational risks.

Creating a strong
corporate brand

Rockwell Land Corporation’s new corporate brand
campaign delivered the message that Rockwell properties
were now more accessible to a
wider segment of clients in new
locations. The Grove in Ortigas,
205 Santolan in Quezon City,
the Proscenium in Makati and
its serviced apartments in Cebu
boast of being “100% Rockwell”—that is, unmatched in
terms of prestige and standards,
security, service and lifestyle.
Boosted by innovative project
launches and institutional
events, the campaign resulted
in increased sales of Rockwell
properties despite the stiff
competition from property
developers that partnered with
renowned international brands.

“Be Careful with My Heart”
broke new ground for a daytime
series with its light, wholesome
and slice-of-life storytelling
that won the hearts of local and
global Filipino audiences. With
its authentic take on everyday
situations, viewers immediately
identified with the program’s
characters. The show’s overall
message of love, working hard to
fulfill your dreams and practicing
good Filipino values resonated
with countless families that
made it a late-morning habit to
see the program, if not its rerun
during the weekend.
Business unit head Ginny
Ocampo said: “It was our strong
belief that non-primetime
viewers are no different from
primetime viewers and deserve
nothing less… ‘Be Careful with
My Heart’ blazed the trail for
new formulas for TV drama and
set the trend for high definition
quality programs in constant
pursuit of excellence.”
“Maalaala Mo Kaya” (MMK),
meanwhile, was recognized as
another unstoppable habit, which
sustained and grew its weekly
audience over two top-rating
decades and still counting. As
the longest-running and most
awarded drama anthology in the
country, MMK is a singular treat
for its loyal viewers who have
matured with the show and embraced its heartwarming, if sometimes heartbreaking true stories
on the lives of its letter senders.
MMK unit head Malou
Santos said: “MMK has long
ceased to be a simple drama
show. The team has upped its efforts to reach out to and change
the lives of its audience, ensuring
the continued significance and
relevance of the program and its
mother network.”

Human Resource Focus

“1sa Para sa Bayan” is an
employee engagement program
that motivated every employee
of Bayan Telecommunications
Inc. to sell at least one Bayan
service each during the threemonth period from January 24
to April 30, 2012.
With 1,189 employees nationwide, it was a challenge—
most especially for the company’s
non-sales employees who were
not used to selling; and those
employees not living in Bayan

Perfect 8
service areas—to even participate. All employees nationwide
whether sales and non-sales,
gladly owned up the challenge to
support the program; some even
made their own posters or ads
which were seen on social media
pages, especially Facebook. In the
end, a total of 1,651 new line installations were booked by Bayan
employees during the period, for
a 143% achievement rate.
Bayan chief operating officer Raffy Aguado said: “The
achievement shows the level of
engagement of Bayan employees. It shows the aspect of sincere
caring for the company.”

Public Responsibility

“Patrol ng Pilipino,” a revolutionary and award-wining news
magazine of ABS-CBN Current
Affairs, excelled in the Public
Responsibility category. Without
a fixed host, stories are written by
ABS-CBN “TV Patrol” reporters as they gather the news from
their different beats or coverage
areas on a daily basis. As a training ground, junior reporters learn
to act as story producers and
make mini-documentaries or indepth stories that are longer than
those usually accommodated by
daily news reports.
Executive producer Donna
Cueto said: “‘Patrol ng Pilipino’
aims to deliver intellectual, comprehensive and in-depth reports
with stunning visuals. It caters
to the general public’s need for a
broader take on top news stories,
be it political, environmental,
social, cultural or spiritual. The
team has gone lengths to produce stories worth watching,
hearing and knowing.”
Citizen journalism zoomed
past reportage to build dynamic
advocacies and foster a climate
of civic responsibility. Tayo Na!
credits its team of Bayan Patrollers into its evolution from
an election watch (Boto Mo,
Ipatrol Mo) to a community
patrol (Bayan Mo, Ipatrol Mo
or BMPM). A full year before
the 2013 Philippine midterm
elections, BMPM mobilized
to upgrade the news coverage
skills of its patrollers and ensure their safety as they tackle
not only election-related, but
also community concerns.
Chief aggregator Pamela
Munji said: “The proactive role
played by Bayan Patrollers boosts
their sense of nationalism, showing proof that things are not

hopeless in the country. Constant
engagement has taught strangers
from various parts of the country
and the world to work together
to help those in need… Through
workshops and online, they learn
integrity in reporting and in
dealing with officials.”
The special integrated coverage of the Corona impeachment
trial by ANC preempted regular
programming and tapped the
most senior anchors and analysts
for the four-month long, uninterrupted and unparalleled coverage
of history unfolding before the
viewers’ very eyes. Although the
project resulted in a budget overrun and the loss of regular advertising revenues, ANC reaped
intangible benefits. It enhanced
the news equity of ABS-CBN,
ANC, DZMM and Dotcom
(www.abs-cbnnews.com).
ANC news manager Francis
Toral said: “The success of the
project cannot be measured by pesos and cents. We’d like to believe
that it led to a better climate and
support structure for businesses
and a better quality of life for the
public. Given the results, the cost
to the company cannot compare
to the intangible value of effecting such positive change.”

Operations Management

Tropical storm Sendong
severely damaged public and
private roads and spillways, and
facilities of Energy Development Corporation (EDC) in the
Negros Island Geothermal Business Unit (NIGBU). Quick-fix
restoration of roads and spillways
gave access to four power plants,
which needed to be restored to
normal operation. Road and site
restoration allowed the delivery
of food, fuel and supplies to
operations personnel stranded
in their work areas. EDC’s work
also benefited surrounding communities because access was
restored and all forms of help
were able to reach the affected
barangays after the typhoon.
NIGBU
Maintenance
Department manager Vicente
Omandam said: “The project
demonstrated the unity, teamwork, dedication and bias for
action of NIGBU maintenance
personnel, and the resilience of
NIGBU and EDC as a whole
against natural calamities in
performing its mandate to provide uninterrupted, clean and
renewable source of energy to
the Filipino people.”

Corporate Image
Building

The integrated coverage of
typhoon Pablo and its aftermath in December 2012 by
ABS-CBN News is the sole, if
unexpected, awardee for Corporate Image Building. The
coverage lasted for over a month
in southern Mindanao, with the
TV news teams living the life of
evacuees, with no roofs over their
heads, shivering in the cold wind
and scrounging for food which
was scarce.
ABS-CBN Newsgathering
head Chi Almario said: “When
other news teams and even most
government workers have gone
home to celebrate Christmas, the
ABS-CBN news team stayed
behind to celebrate with the
victims, using money from their
own pockets. Most of the time,
a successful corporate image is
achieved through a focused and
excellently executed campaign or
project. But this was not planned
or designed. And that makes it
more incredible. It showed that
the news team lives by the corporate image of a true Kapamilya, sa hirap at ginhawa.
The LAA harvest is replete
with inspiring stories and heroic
deeds. The winning teams are
worthy of emulation, demonstrating passion at work and beyond.
From top: Integrated News Team
on Typhoon Pablo Coverage
Team for Integrated Coverage of
Typhoon Pablo 2012, ABS-CBN;
NIGBU Maintenance Department
for Road and Site Restoration
Works in NIGBU after TS Sendong,
EDC; Patrol ng Pilipino for
Public Responsibility through a
Revolutionary and Award-winning
News Magazine Program, ABSCBN; Bayan Mo Ipatrol Mo for Tayo
Na!: Citizen Journalism Zooms
Past Reportage to Build Dynamic
Advocacies and Foster Climate of
Civic Responsibility, ABS-CBN;
The Corona Impeachment Trial
Team for Special Integrated
Coverage of the Corona
Impeachment Trial, ABS-CBN;
“1sa Para sa Bayan” Team for 1sa
Para sa Bayan: An Engagement
Program where Every Bayan
Employee Sold a Bayan Service,
Bayan; The Ginny M. Ocampo Unit
for The BCWMH Phenomenon: How
It Breaks New Grounds and Wins
the Hearts of Local and Global
Filipino, ABS-CBN; and The MMK
Team for “Maalaala Mo Kaya”:
Sustained Relevance After Two
Decades, ABS-CBN
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Gina’s gift

G Stuff opens at Power Plant Mall
By Ana Terrese Junio

KCFI president Rina Lopez Bautista (right) and education consultant Dr.
Fe Hidalgo with Dr. Colin Blakemore

Neuroscience expert in PH

Neurobiologist Dr. Colin Blakemore imparted his knowledge
on the implications of neuroscience in education and on the
challenges of brain diseases in “Understanding the Mind: A
Forum on Neuroscience and its connection to Education and
Brain Development.”
In the morning session, “Neuroscience and Education:
What Is The Best Way To Build A Brain?,” Dr. Blakemore
emphasized that in order to create a more rigorous neuroscientific basis for education, there is a need to know much more
about the normal development of the child’s brain and its
phases of plasticity. In the afternoon session, “The Challenge
of Brain Disease,” he focused on vision, the early development
of the brain, and conditions such as stroke and Huntington’s
disease. (Natalie Pardo)

GINA Lopez recently launched
her first ever store, G Stuff, in
Power Plant Mall.
G Stuff is the product of the
ABS-CBN Foundation Inc.
managing director’s concept
of helping communities while
saving the environment and letting the people from the metro
experience the beauty of using
products from nature’s finest
ingredients.
G Stuff offers products using natural ingredients from
identified ecotourism areas. Its
name reveals its advocacy as G
can stand for so many things:
“green” because it’s good for
the environment; “good” for
the community as 100% of the
profits will help sustain their
livelihood; and “gift” because of
the exciting array of products.
There is a line of virgin coconut oil products from Brooke’s
Point, Palawan. There is also a
premium VCO product with
high content of ceramide that
can remove wrinkles and can
keep the skin young.
Boxing champ Manny Pacquiao boosted the VCO busi-

ness as he
contributed
P5 million
for the construction of
the manufacturing plant
in Brooke’s
P o i n t .
Meanwhile,
the pili nuts
and
cacao
come from
communities
in Sorsogon
and the essential oils
come from communities in
Cagayan de Oro and Butuan.
Healing crystals are also available.
Premium food products
by top chefs are also on offer:
Myrna Segismundo’s carabao
cheese with pili nut and cherry
tomato marmalade; Gilbert
Pangilinan’s red onion and
Palawan and wafu dressings;
and Him Uy’s pili trail mix.
There will be upcoming goodies from Sandy Daza, Glenda
Barretto, Jessie Sincioco and

Robby Goco.
All the recipes are guaranteed
free of chemicals, preservatives,
white sugar and white flour.
“Every time you buy from G
Stuff, you are integrating your
energies with us, as we form this
beautiful web of life, which will
make this country a much better place to live in. So buy from
G Stuff all the time. It’s good
for you. It’s good for the country. It’s good for the community.
It’s good for everything,” Lopez
enthused.

By Charizze Henson and Audrey Trinidad

The concert An Evening with Joey Albert and 8 Track
Band organized by KCFI was a success despite the stormy
weather. Albert, a high school classmate of KCFI president
and executive director Rina Lopez Bautista, sang a duet with
businessman Rudy Bautista who dedicated the number to
his spouse. Singers Louie Reyes and Ding Mercado also performed. Donations collected during the event will be used
to help share the Gift of Knowledge to learners everywhere.
(N. Pardo)

Give the joy of writing
this Christmas
KAPAMILYA, here’s a way to
delight our young scholars and
writers this Christmas!
Lopez Group Foundation
Inc. (LGFI), in partnership with
National Book Store Foundation
(NBSF), is launching a joy of writing project for some 3,000 kids of
the Dayap Elementary School in
BayaniJuan sa Calauan and the
Phil-Asia Assistance Foundation
this Christmas season.
NBSF has marked down
a complete set of writing

materials to only P25 per set
on special arrangement with
LGFI.
Those interested may give
their cash/check donation to
LGFI’s Monica Tan at tel. no.
490-0779 or monica@lopezgroup.org. In turn, LGFI will
buy in bulk the writing sets
from NBSF.
This fundraising project
for the writing materials will
run until November 30, 2013.
(Dulce Festin-Baybay)
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ASIAN Eye Institute partnered monic Orchestra and Katherine enaded the patients of Asian
with Cataract Foundation Fernandez-Asis, a summa cum Eye’s Rockwell clinic. They also
Philippines Inc. and Standard laude graduate of the Univer- conveyed their appreciation
Chartered Bank Philippines to sity of the Philippines College by writing thank you notes:
provide members of the Or- of Music.
“Thank you, Asian Eye, for givchestra of the Filipino Youth
“I’m amazed by how tal- ing me eyeglasses. I will be able
(OFY) with comprehensive ented these children are,” Asian to see the world clearly again,”
eye checkups as well as free Eye vice president and general wrote one musician. Another
eyeglasses to those who needed manager Alwin Sta. Rosa said. note read, “Maraming salamat,
them.
“But it would be difficult to play Asian Eye Institute. Malinaw
The project came about good music if they don’t see the na ang pagtingin ko sa notes.”
through the initiative of First music sheets well. Through this
To date, 33 out of 40 OFY
Philippine Holdings Corpora- project, the children can now members have been screened
tion chairman and CEO Fed- enjoy clearer vision and con- and 14 have received eyeglasses.
erico R. Lopez. “He wanted to tinue to improve their craft.”
“The rest of the members are set
ensure that eye care needs of the
As a way of saying thank to be scheduled for checkup,”
OFY members are addressed,” you, the young musicians ser- Asian Eye’s Lopez said.
Asian Eye corporate
social responsibility
coordinator Carla
Lopez explained.
The OFY is
composed of musicians handpicked
from
indigent
communities
in
Manila and nearby
provinces as well
as Cebu. They are
given free music
education and are
mentored by members of the ABSCBN Philharmonic Asian Eye president Benjamin K. Liboro and VP Alwin Sta. Rosa (standing, 3rd and 6th from
Orchestra,
the left) and Standard Chartered Bank and Cataract Foundation Philippines representatives
Philippine Philhar- with the young musicians

Sagip
Kapamilya
comes to
Boholanos’ aid

THE emergency humanitarian
assistance program of ABS-CBN
Foundation Inc. has distributed
relief goods, bread and water to
20,371 families affected by the
Central Visayas earthquake, according to its latest update.
Teams led by Sagip Kapamilya staff, together with ABSCBN Regional Network Group
and Bantay Bata 163 staff and
volunteers, fanned out to various municipalities beginning
October 17.
Among the areas in Bohol
attended to by the teams in the
wake of the earthquake were
Loon, Tubigon, Buenavista, Inabanga, Bilar, Sevilla, Catigbian,
Loboc, Antiquera, San Isidro,
Clarin, Balilihan, Calape and
Sagbayan, the epicenter of the
quake.
The Kapamilya shower van,
meanwhile, was shipped from
Manila to Tagbilaran, the capital city, on October 18 to allow
the residents to avail of free
shower services.

Calendar
BAYAN Academy offers the
following certificate training
courses this month:
November 6-7, 12-13,
19-20, 26-27: Training of
Trainors
November 7-8: Intuitive
Entrepreneurship
November 12-13: Futuristic
Thinking
November 14-15: Marketing Management
November 28-29: The
Entrepreneurial Process
of Opportunity Seeking,
Screening and Seizing
For rates, call Carol Arcaya
at 426-3140. Bayan Academy
reserves the right to change
course dates.



Nostalgia

Ongoings

Gina Lopez and ABSCBN News reporter
Dyan Castillejo pose
with G Stuff beauty
products during the
store’s launching (left);
Samples of the G Stuffbrand herbal rub and
linen spray

Asian Eye supports OFY musicians
Benefit concert at Strumm’s a hit

Museum/Values

Lopez Museum director Mercedes Vargas,
Freeway founders Sheree Gotuaco and
Katty Cua flank Prof. Santiago Pilar and
Museum Foundation director Maritess
Pineda; Luna’s Fencing Positions as
wearable art (below right)

Art fuses with
fashion in
Freeway’s Juan
Luna launch

A fusion of art and fashion
took place as Freeway honored
a man whose works of art have
stood the test of time and whose
masterpieces continue to live on
in the hearts of many—Juan
Luna.
Hosted by ANC anchor
Lexi Schulze, the night kicked
off with a video presentation of
Luna’s life and works. Museum
director Cedie Lopez Vargas
and art historian, professor and
author Santiago Pilar also dis-

cussed Luna’s achievements and
masterpieces.
Guests were able to view a
number of Luna’s key pieces
through the recent exhibit,
Trajectories. The exhibit also
featured the works of Felix Resurreccion Hidalgo plus the masterpieces of Vicente Manansala,
HR Ocampo and Fernando
Amorsolo, among others. It was
the first time in eight years that
the museum has had a lineup of
historic greats such as these.
In the exclusive fashion show,
guests caught a glimpse of the
first Filipino Masters Collector’s
Series Juan Luna Collection as
the 24-piece debut collection
was unveiled. Showcased were
famous Luna pieces such as El
Flautista, I am Cold, Una Dama
Francesca, España y Filipinas,
Fencing Positions, Rice Harvesting, Various Subjects and
A Roman.
Truly, the event was something to remember as guests
went home filled with more
knowledge, appreciation and
awe for art and fashion with this
endeavor from Lopez Museum
and Freeway. (Ethel Villafranca)

Those who cannot remember the
past are condemned to repeat it.
—George Santayana

products such as pens, notebooks and note cards. Learn
more about Filipino artists with
these books published by the
museum: “Amorsolo Drawings,”
“Fernando Zobel,” “Sanso: Art
Quest Between Two Worlds” and
“Manansala Nudes” by Dr. Rod.
Paras-Perez.
Or treat your loved ones
to an annual membership. For
P1,500, members can check out
books from the lending section,
have unlimited access to museum exhibitions and the library
as well as discounts on services,
lectures and workshops. For
more info, call Tina at 631-2417
or email lmmpasig@gmail.com.
(Paolo Arago)
The Lopez Memorial Museum
is at the ground floor, Benpres
Building, Exchange Road corner
Meralco Avenue, Pasig City. Museum days and hours are Mondays
to Saturdays, except holidays, 8
a.m.-5 p.m.

November 7, 1891

The Spanish-language
paper La Ilustracion
Filipina, founded by Jose
de Zaragoza, publishes its
first issue

November 10, 1902

Puerto Galera is made
capital of the province
of Mindoro by Act No.
500. An American,
Capt. Robert G. Offley,
is the first Civil Governor

November 4, 1928

Eugenio “Geny” Lopez
Jr. is born

November 27, 1970

Pope Paul VI arrives for
a three-day visit. It is
the first time a Pope has
ever visited the so-called
only Catholic nation in
Asia

November 20, 1974

Geny and Sergio
Osmeña III launch a
hunger strike to protest
their detention

Share art this
Christmas

INSPIRED by the 19th century artworks from its collection, the Lopez Museum and
Library puts a new spin on

Special Feature

From top: Juan Luna’s Spanish Girl notepad, P100; Pen, P200; Assorted
books by Dr. Rod. Paras-Perez, P500-P850

Source: Mercy Servida,
head librarian, Lopez
Memorial Museum Library

Eric Comsti: ‘They gave me freedom and their trust’
By Dulce Festin-Baybay

IF you ask
Heriberto
“Eric” Comsti why he
likes working
in the Lopez
Group, he
will

answer you with two words:
freedom and trust.
“As an executive here,”
explains Eric, “I am allowed a
certain freedom which makes
me enjoy doing things I need
to do, whether I am working or
not. You can feel the trust given
to you and vice versa.”
Together with Oscar “Cary”
R. Lopez Jr., Eric works full
time at First Philippine Realty Corporation (FPRC),
which manages Benpres
Building and Eugenio Lopez
Center (ELC) in Antipolo.
Eric opted for early retirement
in 2007, as he had started working for the Group in 1993. He
was looking forward to going
into business and spending
more time playing golf with
his sons at Valley Golf Club,
not just on weekends. It was not
meant to be.

Post-retirement plans

“OML [Lopez Group
chairman emeritus Oscar M.
Lopez] asked me what I was

planning to do after I retire and
he said, ‘No, you help manage
FPRC,” and that is where you
find Eric today.
It was Elpidio “Nonoy”
Ibañez, Eric’s high school
classmate at Ateneo de Manila
University, who referred him to
the Lopez Group.
“Nonoy put me in Maxidata,
the floppy disk manufacturing
company in Laguna. The thrust
then was manufacturing and export and we were not that many.”

Assignments

From Maxidata, Eric took
on various assignments at
Kimberly Leather Inc., First
Philippine Industrial Park, First
Electro Dynamics Corporation
and First Philippine Holdings
Corporation.
When Nonoy asked him to
join the Group, Eric was connected with the Vicente Puyat
Group and the Alfredo Ramos
Group. He is a business management graduate of Ateneo
and completed the Business

Management and Practice
course at the Asian Institute of
Management.
As he looks over the Lopez
Credo, Eric cannot but notice
how the same values still persist,
then and now, particularly employee welfare and wellness. After
all, as in charge of ELC, he touts
the facility as the place where one
can find the balance for a sound
mind and a healthy body.

ond printing at National Book
Store. Angelo is a prolific writer
and is a consultant for the Asian
Food Channel. Eric’s wife is a
full-time housewife.
Being a Sagittarius guy,
freedom is indeed something
Eric values a lot; therefore, it
is important for him to be able
to do what he wants to do. The
Sagittarius prefers to do things

outdoors, the more space the
better and this explains why
Eric is into golf.
Meanwhile, the well-liked
and trusted Lopez executive
is busy making sure that his
staff ensures that the Benpres
Building and ELC facilities are
always in tip-top shape, from
the time one steps into the
compound.

Low profile

Eric prefers to be in
the background and keep
a low profile (like his boss
Cary) and it took a lot of
prodding for him to talk
about himself.
He is a grandfather of
two and has three sons
and a daughter. Beaming
with pride, he talks about
his son, Angelo, a chef and
successful author of two
best-selling
cookbooks,
“Home for the Holidays”
and “From Your Table to Ours,”
with the latter now on its sec-

Comsti and the FPRC team led by president Oscar R. Lopez Jr. help out at the
Tahanan ng Pagmamahal Children’s Home
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1. ABS-CBN Licensing head Karen
Coloma, ABS-CBN chairman Gabby
Lopez, head of broadcast Cory Vidanes,
Corp. Comm. head Bong Osorio, ABSCBN Publishing managing director Mark
Yambot, and ABS-CBN Group financial
officer Rolando Valdueza
2. AFI managing director Gina Lopez
3. Bird’s eye view of the runners who
supported One Run, One Philippines
4. Xian Lim and Kim Chiu
5. Anne Curtis
6. Paolo Abrera, Dyan Castillejo and
Atom Araullo with Mayor Herbert Bautista
7. Myk Perez, Klarisse de Guzman and
Mitoy Yonting

5 tips to be like
Maria Mercedes
1

Lopez Group employees join
One Run, One Philippines
LOPEZ Group companies
supported the Grand Kapamilya
Weekend, which marked and
commemorated the 60th anniversary of ABS-CBN.
Among the major activities
during the massive Kapamilya celebration was the One
Run, One Philippines event.
A major undertaking in itself,
One Run, One Philippines was

More than
70,000 run
for Pasig
River

3

4

6

7

5
PHOTOS BY ABS-CBN FOUNDATION/NANIE, DIMPY JAZMINES, RYAN RAMOS

FILIPINOS in the country
and in the US joined forces
for the protection of the environment in ABS-CBN’s fivecity advocacy run, One Run,
One Philippines: Isang Bayan
Para sa Kalikasan, on October
6 with a total of 88,190 participants in its local legs.
Kapit Bisig Para sa Ilog
Pasig’s 10.06.13 Run for the
Pasig River, the Quezon City
leg, crusaded again for the
rehabilitation of the Pasig
River and for cleaner esteros
with 79,000 participants.
KBPIP has organized
four successful runs for the
Pasig River and had raised
P25.94 million since 2009.
Its 10.10.10 Run for the
Pasig River still holds the
Guinness World Record for
the “most number of participants in a running event”
with 116,086 runners.
Meanwhile, the Bacolod
leg was attended by 2,960
participants. In Cebu, there
were 3,500 participants, while
3,000 runners joined the
event in Davao. Hundreds of
Filipinos also took part in the
Los Angeles leg in Burbank,
California. (Daphne Paragas)

composed of not just one, but
five legs in Quezon City, Cebu,
Davao, Bacolod and Los Angeles.
On October 6, in the
10.06.13 Run for the Pasig River leg at the Quezon Memorial
Circle, the employees of various
Lopez Group companies as
well as their family members
and friends gathered at the
run’s starting point to show
their support for this Kapamilya
activity.
The employees’ participation in the run was recognized
as an official Lopez wellness
activity after the Walk the Talk
committee announced that the
One Run, One Philippines was
considered the Walk the Talk
activity for October.
To add to the runners’ sense
of purpose and accomplishment, their joining the race also
enabled them to contribute in
helping ABS-CBN Foundation Inc.’s efforts to rehabilitate
the Pasig River. In the case of
the regional runs, the runners’
participation there helped the
ABS-CBN Regional Network Group in aiding various
environmental projects in the
regions.
For the Lopez kapamilya as
well as for the runners in One
Run, One Philippines, the run
ended on a high and memorable note as they were able to
enjoy the programs featuring
Kapamilya celebrities as soon as
they crossed the finish line. The
Quezon Memorial Circle also
became a family destination as
the Kapamilya Village was set
up which showcased fun and
interactive booths by ABSCBN programs and partners.
Truly, it was a grand and
awesome weekend that not
only delivered a great wellness
experience to all the runners,
but also made everyone participating proud to be a kapamilya.
(Dimpy Jazmines)

2

IN ABS-CBN’s primetime
teleserye “Maria Mercedes,” Mercedes ( Jessy Mendiola) takes on
all kinds of menial jobs: she sells
and delivers flowers, watches
and cleans cars, and cooks “love
bites” or kasing-kasing. Because
she focuses on helping her family, Mercedes is able to look
beyond her own circumstances
and maintain her bubbly, cheerful demeanor.
Dr. John Grohol, founder of
PsychCentral.com, offers these
tips to attain happiness without
resorting to popping pills. He
says: “…Keep in mind that you
control only about half of your
happiness level. The other half
is set by genetics, the situation
and the environment.”
1. Take a break from the material world. Once you obtain
enough money to pay your bills,
afford some shelter and transportation, you’re pretty much
set. The only two exceptions
are if you give money away, or
if it significantly improves your
social rank. People who give
money away appear to sustain
greater levels of happiness over
time than those who don’t.
2. Your relationships go a long
way to helping you be happy.
…If you’re married, your relationship is a key component to
your happiness level. Research
has shown that strong social
connections with others are
important to our own happiness—the more of these you
have, the happier you will be.
And while marriage is significantly correlated with increased
happiness, it has to be a strong,
healthy marriage in order for
that to be true.
3. Trying to enjoy yourself will
result in your least amount
of enjoyment. According to
research carried out by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and colleagues, you’re least likely to be
happy when you’re working at
trying to be happy. One of the
other interesting findings from
this research—watching TV is
one of the most soul-sucking
and depressing activities most
of us engage in.
4. Being a giving person and
having gratitude matter. Selfless people tend to be happier
people. This is partially because
of tip No. 1, but also because
when you’re focused on helping
out others, you don’t spend as
much time evaluating and criticizing your own life or circum-

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

stances. Research has also shown
that being grateful for everything
you have in your life helps you
become a happier person.
5. Focus on experiences, not
stuff. People who spend their
time and money on doing things
together…report higher levels of
happiness than those who buy a
bigger house, a more expensive
car or more stuff. That’s likely
because our memories keep an
emotional photograph of the
experience…. So ditch buying
so much stuff for yourself or
your kids—you’re only buying
artificial, temporary happiness.
And remember, a healthy body
complements a healthy mind.
Even simple exercise can help
boost a person’s mood, if only
for a short while. (Excerpted
from www.huffingtonpost.com)

Did you know?

THE human brain continues to create new neurons
throughout life. Exercise and
cognitive stimulation can impact the number of new cells
created in your brain. (Source:
www.norcalems.org)

Sports & Wellness
calendar
NOVEMBER
10: Knights of Columbus
Run, 3K/5K/10K (Intramuros), 5am. Fee: P500P600. Contact greentennial@yahoo.com
23: SunPIOLOgy Sunset
Color Run, 1K/3K/5K/10K
(BGC), 3pm. Fee: P250P800. Contact http://www.
sunpiology.com
24: Sante Barley Domination Run, 3K/5K/10K/21K
(SM MOA), 3:30am.
Fee: P400-P700. Contact
http://santedomination.com
30: Race for Life—The
Buddy Fun Run,
3K/5K/10K (BGC),
5am. Fee: P300-P1,000.
Contact Sony Celdran-dela
Calzada, 817-1212 loc. 338

Interactive
Sudoku

Maglaro tayo ng Sudoku, ang bagong libangan ng bayan!
Ayusin lamang ang mga numero simula 1 hanggang 9 para
ang bawat numero ay minsan lang magagamit sa bawat row,
column at kahon.






Very Easy
Easy
Medium
Hard

Answer to October puzzle
Solution, tips and
computer program
available at
www.sudoku.com

Eats

Edible gifts
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A few weeks ago, we braved the insane rains and Friday traffic to attend
the Lopez Achievement Awards
(LAA) awarding ceremony—and
we’re sure glad we did. Those of
us who made it to one of the most
awaited events in the Lopez Group
were rewarded with a fast-paced,
celebrity-studded and totally entertaining show. Of course, the real
stars of the afternoon were the 13
recipients of the LAA statuettes.
Our cover feature on the LAA thus
shines the well-deserved spotlight
on the winners—eight teams under
the program’s six categories plus five
special awardees. Congratulations,
Kapamilya!
The last quarter of the year is an exciting time for TV viewers
with so many interesting shows from ABS-CBN: “Home Sweetie
Home,” “The Legal Wife,” new editions/seasons of “Pinoy Big
Brother” and the ongoing “Honesto” are just some of the offerings
that we expect to be top trending topics and Kapamilya favorites
in the coming weeks.
Our kapamilya continue to extend help and to pray for the
people of Bohol and other provinces most affected by the October
15 earthquake. In the wake of this calamity that claimed more
than 200 lives, we—especially those of us in Metro Manila—are
once again confronted with the question: Are we ready for “The
Big One”? Manila is also likely to be hit with a 7.2 magnitude
quake “within this generation or the next generation” if the West
Valley Fault on Manila’s eastern side cracks, according to Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology director Renato
Solidum Jr. How quake and fire resistant are our homes and
offices? Have our water and power supply and communication
systems been beefed up for such an eventuality? Have we sufficiently educated and prepared ourselves and our families?
Of course, it goes without saying that we also need to be prepared for other emergencies such as illnesses and accidents. As we
pocket our Christmas bonuses and other monies in the next few
weeks, do remember to set aside a small percentage as savings and
emergency funds.

ONE of the most memorable Christmas gifts I ever
received was a box of red
velvet cupcakes. Frankly,
they weren’t the most Instagram-worthy nor the
yummiest little things
but receiving something a
friend had slaved over for
hours was the real present.
Here are some edible gifts
to experiment with; with
about a month to go before
Christmas, you’ll have more
than enough time to perfect
this for your company or
family party!

Chocolate Bark

Ingredients: Milk or semisweet chocolate; classic toppings including dried fruits such as apricots, raisins, candied orange peel, cranberries and cherries, or toasted nuts including hazelnuts, pecans,
almonds and pistachios; and contemporary toppings such as cereal, candied ginger, and dried fruits such as pineapple, blueberries
and strawberries, or toasted pumpkin seeds and pine nuts
Procedure:
1. Line a chilled baking sheet with parchment paper. Pour warm
(not hot), melted chocolate into the prepared pan.
2. Spread the chocolate evenly to about 1⁄8 inch thick using a
small offset spatula. Sprinkle toppings on the chocolate and
place in the freezer to set, approximately 20 minutes.
3. For even-sized pieces, cut up bark before it sets completely. If
you like a more rustic look, allow the bark to harden completely
before breaking it up into pieces. Store in a cool, dry place.

Flavored Salts

Dear Rosie

On a quest for the perfect Christmas décor, plus gifts for loved
ones? You can find all these in one place—Power Plant Mall. Aside
from the Christmas bazaar series that kicks off this month, worth
checking out is the newly opened store of Gina Lopez at the mall, G
Stuff. Find out more on page 8.
ooOoo
The recent Lopez Museum and Freeway collab was a brilliant
idea—art overload and fashion show in one! Hope to see more
events like it in the future.—Marjo
So glad you got a kick out of it. We think the España y Filipinas
(our favorite Luna masterpiece) shirt is especially cool!
ooOoo
Excited to see more contests on the Lopez Values of late. I like that
the contests help us parse how the Values impact on our lives while
allowing us to flex our literary and artistic muscles.—CJ
It’s a lot of fun to think up of these contests—as much fun as you
guys have composing your entries, we hope! We’d like to see you on
the winners’ list soon.
ooOoo
Aabangan namin ang solo albums ni Klarisse at Janice. Sana magkaroon agad ng Season 2 ang “The Voice.” Patuloy ang pagtuklas sa
world-class Filipino talent!—Annie
It’s been more than a month but we still keep getting messages from
“The Voice”—and Mitoy, Klarisse, Janice and Myk!—fans. Amazing!
ooOoo
A friend told me that ABS-CBN already had a TV shopping venture a few decades ago. Is this true?—Jaz
Yes, ABS-CBN had something called Sky Mall in the 1990s.
Chairman Gabby Lopez talked about it during the launch of A CJ O
Shopping Corporation. Read our story on page 3.
If you have questions, comments, opinions, suggestions and reactions about anything and everything about the Lopez Group,
please send them to Dear Rosie through email DearRosie@
benpres-holdings.com or lopezlink@gmail.com or be a friend or
fan on Facebook.

Ingredient: Fine sea salt
Procedure:
Celery salt: Preheat oven to 250 degrees F. Place leaves from four
heads of celery on two parchment-lined baking pans and bake
until dry, about 10 minutes.
Let cool completely. Using a
spice grinder, and working in
batches if necessary, pulse the
leaves until coarsely ground.
In a medium bowl, combine
ground celery leaves and 1 cup
fine sea salt.
Lime-ginger salt: Spread lime
zest from about six limes on waxed paper; let dry overnight. In a
medium bowl, combine lime zest, three teaspoons ground ginger
and 1 cup fine sea salt.
Curry salt: Using a mortar and pestle, crush 12 medium bay leaves
until coarsely ground. In a medium bowl, combine ground bay
leaves with 1/4 cup garam masala, 1/4 cup curry powder, two teaspoons ground cumin and 1/2 cup fine sea salt.
Label and divide the salt into jars and tighten the lids to seal.

Rosemary Honey

Ingredients: 8 cups mild honey; and 10 sprigs
rosemary, rinsed and dried
Procedure:
1. In a medium saucepan over low heat,
cook honey and six sprigs rosemary just
until honey begins to bubble around the
edges. Remove from heat and let steep for
20 minutes.
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2. Using tongs, remove and discard rosemary sprigs and any stray
leaves. To decant, divide honey among four clean 16-ounce jars.
Let cool completely, about 40 minutes. Insert a fresh sprig of
rosemary into each jar, and tighten lids to seal.

Infused Vodkas

Ingredient: 12 bottles (750 ml each)
vodka
Procedure:
1. For each infused vodka, use a twogallon pitcher to combine four 750-ml
bottles of vodka and specified flavorings; steep as directed.
2. To decant, use a funnel to divide the
finished vodka among four clean 750ml bottles, then seal with corks.
Hibiscus-infused vodka: Steep hibiscus tea bags, tags removed, in
vodka for four hours; strain, then decant.
Cucumber-lime-infused vodka: Peel one seedless English cucumber.
Refrigerate peel, and slice cucumber into 1/4-inch-thick rounds.
Cut the peel of one lime into strips. Add cucumber rounds and
lime peel to vodka; steep for 24 hours. Strain, then decant. Add
three or four pieces of cucumber peel to each bottle before corking.
Horseradish-infused vodka: Slice eight ounces horseradish root into 1/4-inch-thick rounds. Add horseradish
rounds and two teaspoons whole black peppercorns to
vodka. Steep for 24 hours. Strain, then decant. Slice
remaining once ounce horseradish into matchsticks.
Add five or six matchsticks and three or four peppercorns to each bottle before corking.
(Recipes and photos from www.countryliving.com)
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What’s new

By Cherry Pineda

from ABS-CBN Publishing this November
Chic and smart
shopping with ‘Metro’

Cover girl Anne Curtis is risqué in luxe showgirl pieces
by Metrowear Icon Francis Libiran, perfectly celebrating
her one-of-a-kind star status. Shop ‘til you drop with the
Metro Gift Guide featuring over a hundred products. And
learn about Giorgio Armani’s newest fragrance, Si, in a
Metro exclusive. Plus, Metro’s Hot List of hangouts to go
to, books to read, shows to watch, music to listen to and
gadgets to get will push you ahead of the fashion pack.
Peek at the Metrowear Icon show on November 25 with
our story on Libiran and the making of his 100-piece collection.

The ‘Working Mom’
yuletide helper

Working Mom brings you a jam-packed issue that will add
fun and flair to your Christmas preparations. The Holiday
Gift Guide is loaded with great suggestions—from handmade and personalized articles to luscious pastries and the
coolest toys. Hosting a party at home? Make your table
settings look more festive, and teach your kids party manners that will make your family reunions more pleasant
and enjoyable. Bianca Araneta-Elizalde and her adorable
daughters grace the cover.

an exclusive interview with StarStudio staff and our celebrity panelists. StarStudio then takes you into the home of
Erik Santos, and behind the scenes of the Star Magic Ball
and the Star Magic Games.

The magic of Thor’s world

Thor: The Dark World—The Official Movie Magazine gives
you behind-the-scene scoops on the Marvel production. Flip through for an exclusive 20-page comic on the
Mighty Avenger and a back-to-back poster! Directed by
Alan Taylor, Thor: The Dark World puts Thor on a mission
to save the Nine Realms from a mysterious, powerful
force older than the universe itself. The sequel assembles
the same cast fronted by Chris Hemsworth, Natalie Portman, Tom Hiddleston and
Anthony Hopkins.
Get the newest issues of
your favorite magazines at
leading bookstores and magazine stands nationwide. To
download, users on Android
devices must download the
Zinio app from the Android
Market. The app is also available through the iPad App
Store. PC and Mac users can
access Zinio at zinio.com.

‘StarStudio’: At home with
Boy

TV host Boy Abunda opens the doors to his four fabulous homes to StarStudio—his ancestral house in Samar,
his Batangas rest house, his home in Quezon City and his
weekend home in Tagaytay. Boy also shares his life story in

Rockwell Power Plant Finds

By Katherine Lim

The place to be this Christmas
WITH its Christmas bazaar series kicking off this month and a
slew of new and improved stores opening for your shopping pleasure, Power Plant Mall is surely the place to be this season!

tered on stylish dresses, must-have shoes and chic accessories, the
ambience reminiscent of a runway. Check out its new look at the
R2 Level.

Have a stress-free Christmas décor shopping at True Value. From
Christmas trees to garlands and Christmas balls, one is sure to find
something perfect for the holidays. Go to the shop at the P1 Level
and have a worry-free Christmas shopping experience.

Catch our Christmas bazaar series on November 15 to 17, November 29 to December 1, December 13 to 15 and December 20
to 22. Do all your Christmas shopping in just one venue! Visit
the Rockwell Tent and see our array of affordable and unique gift
ideas.

True Value

Rockwell’s Christmas bazaars

‘The Hunger Games: Catching Fire’
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Soon after returning to District 12, Katniss and Peeta
must once again leave for their victory tour around Panem.
Katniss discovers a growing rebellion in the different districts that aims to overthrow the Capitol. Shortly after, the
75th Hunger Games is announced where 24 victors from
earlier Hunger Games will fight again in one battlefield.
The “Quarter Quell” occurs every 25th year through which
the Capitol has the right to introduce a twist to the rules of
the game. Will Katniss be able to survive this year’s Hunger
Games? Watch “The Hunger Games: Catching Fire” at the
Power Plant Cinema. For inquiries, call 898-1440 to 41.

J. Lindeberg

During the time when the fashion industry had a place only for
designer luxury or mass market brands, Johan Lindeberg was
determined to bridge the gap by introducing an alternative: a
more affordable yet fashion-forward brand focused on lifestyle.
Since then, J. Lindeberg has been transforming dull, shapeless
mass market sportswear into stylish activewear. The success of
the brand is evident as professional golfers have been patronizing their products. Visit the store at the R1 Level.

Topshop/Topman

The British fashion house’s new look features bright lights cen-

